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PURPOSE

.o,
/

This study was conducted to'gather-in-depth compiiaave data on

job-training practices Atom; DOD schools, business and industry, and,
1

proprietary trade and technical schools. Major intereit was i inform-

ation on the

METHOD.

4,1

agement-,--Condtict, and cost'Of such trainin
_

Twelve high-density job trapling courses In 'both the militaty and

civilian sectors were selected fdr...study. Detgiled questionnaires:we're

sent tontlhe training directors /managers of a selected sample o military

and civilian orgAnizations inSolved in job, training. QuestiondSires were

sent, to:, 33t_trade/IsAhnical schools, 29 commercial companies/industries/

institutions, ancra22121012aLE (9 Army, 4 Marine Corps,4 Air Force, and

3 Navy). Of -.a total of 134 questionnaires sent,- 85 wdke\returned. Of

these, 24 from DOD Achools and 17 trade/technical schools gained useable,

_data. No commercial companies provided data, all reporting that they do

not train in these courses.

I

The. data on the returned questionnaires were - subjected to descriptive

analysis and a comparison of practices-between DOD schools and trade/tech-

1- was made.nical sc

FINDINGS'

The calculation

vi4ed in the DOD and

training management,

are as follOws:

.= 0 f =

of simple means and perc ntages from the data pro=

trade/technical scbool'questionnaires indicated that

conduct, and other practiles in the courses studied

3
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Trade/technical schools (T /TS) and DOD schools qeported data differing

along ,serral dimensfons.

Course Length :(we'eks),

DOD T /TS

13 38

Course Length (hotirs) 462 1059

Student Class Size , 26 21

Annual Student Output 877 78

Number of Instructora 30 8

,Number of Administrators /Supervisors 3.5 2.2

2. Calculations based upon the data for equivalent.course titles yielded

similar student /instructor ratios. The DOD ratio is 10.3;1 and the

correspondingliTS ratio is 15.7 ;1.

Conduct.

DOD schools reported deVoting approximately 12% of the instructional

time-to lectures; T/TS reported devoting approximately 27% to lectures.

4. In evaluation of courses, instructors, and students, T/TS indicated

a leaning toward subjective opinions, written observations, and instructor

judgements; DOD schools reported leaning toward_farmal reviews, check lists,

'and the results of performance and written tests.

5. Differing attrition rates were reported. D6 courses experience 9%;

T/TS courses experience 18%.

4
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Coots

6. Little useable information Was xpvided by either group of respondents,

therefore a comparative cost analysis as not carried out.

CONCLUSIONS

Considering the limits iiposed upon our data by the small number of

useable questionnaires, we believe the available evidence supports the

following tenative conclusions.

1. Job training, as conducted in DOD schools, is more job - performance

oriented; 'evaluation is more objective.

2. Student/instructor ratios are similar.

3. Considering that the DOD courses studied employ approximately four

times as many instructors -to graduate 11 times as many students as do T/TS

courses, DOD productivity exceeds that of de and technical schools.

5
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INTRODUCTION

OBJECTIVE'

This study was undertaken for OASD(M&RA) to gather comparative data

on current practice in the management, conduct, and costs of initial skill

training (job training) across several of the major institutions which Pro-

vide such training - DOD, busing As and industry, and private trade/

technical schools. The gathering of such data was undertakeno provide

OASD(H&RA ) with information for comparing its own job training management

procedures, instructional practices, and training output/cost ratios with

those of counterpart civilian training programs.

BACKGROUND

With personnel costs increasing and now exceeding 50% of the military

budget, there is keen interest in improving th cost-effectiveness of all

facets of military manpower acquisition, training, utilization, and reten-

tion (1, 2, 4). Formal military individual training and education for

officers and enlisted personnel presently requires an annual expenditure

in excess of six billion dollars. In manpower terms these activities

involve about one-sixth of all military personnel as students, instructors,

and support personnel (2). An important component of this individual

training is enlisted initial-skill training. This is-the training given

after recruit training, to provide enlisted personnel with the initial skills

and knowledge required for entrance into a specific military job. In FY 77,

546,000 service personnel are projected to undergo such training in over

600 courses (5).

Such a significant block of activity and financial commitment raises

concern about the costefficiency of such operations (4). Since many of

DOD's initial-Skill training courses have civilian counterparts, compara-

tive observations between the two are natural.

6
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The civilian sector employs many different kinds of training and.r

educational settings which pursue a variety of objectifies. ThIse include

-colleges, public vocational education, business and industrial training

schools.,, and.technical and trade schools. The drawing of simple macro

comparisone acrol3 job training institutions is a,difficult undertaking.

However, such comparisons have been made. Some6have looked'at cost-

efficiency outcomes between cc lege programs andAmilitary initial-skill

training schools for the pu ose of ascertaining student/instructor

ratios (3). Others'have looked at public vocational education courses

and military job training for the purpose of assessing the feasibility ;f

contracting with civilian training institutions for equivalent military

job training (4).

Unfortunately, such comparisons have contributed to a confusing pic-

ture. College courses; whj.ch are mainly, lecture, and not'job-oriented,

,cannot be considered equivalent to military initial-skill training courses

,which are mainly non-lecture and have different objectives. Comparison of

student/instruc or ratios between these courses has been misleading. In

a similar fashion, comparisons of costs in public vocational training

classes, which are frequently after-hours and use extant facilities, with

military initial-skill training classes,-which operate in a much Aifferent

setting, have led.to misleading conclusions (3).

It would appear that.the validity of comparative analyses of militai'y

job training and civilian job training would be enhanced if the compared

courses and training situations!were reasonably similar. )3usiness and

industrial training courses aid proprietary trade and technical school
MN

courses are specific and job related, and appear to have more in common

with military initial-skill training courses than either college or public.

vocational education classes.

0
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The'impartance of job training to the-effectiveness of the armed

forces cannot be questioned. To aid DOD in achieving efficiency in the

conduct "of its 4mitial-skill raitIn it is important that_it have at

its disposal accurate and valid data 'which reflect legitimate comparative

analysis between military training and equivalent civilian training

situations.

RATIONALE

Tflis study was undertaken to develop a more in-depth cameo analysis

of specific parallel training practiFes in non-military programs for

comparison with equivalent DOD practices - to probe beneath the gross

statistical comparisons that are typically made.

It has been reported that extensive eq valent job training is being

conducted in the private sector by commercial companies in business and

indistry and by proprietary trade/technical schools (6). It was these

private training resources that OASD(M&RA) chose to compare with DOD

training schools.

Therefore, a comparative analysis of training practice between

private sector and DOD schools was carried out. This analysis was designed

to look at initial-skill training to det -ine how it is managed and con-

ducted and what it costs

8



METHOD

APPROACH

Training courses for 12 high-density jobs known to have military/

civilian counterparts were selected for study, The 12 were selected

to represent a, range,of skill complexity; instructional time, and resource

req rements. Each one led to a sub-professional, non-degree-requiring

job _or, which only vocational /technical preparation, is necessary; Each

Was taught in both the military and civilian sectors. Job equivalence was

accomplished across the institutions to be queried by cross-matching job

descriptions as carried in Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT) codes (7)

and in milftaTy occupational codes. (16)

Table 1 the 12 courses selected for study by their DOT job

titles and codes. It was decided that a Mailed questionnaire would be

the most efficient data gatheringThinstrument, in light of the time and

funding available for the study. .Acco dingly, a questionnaire was

specially designed to obtain information on overall training management,
o

conduct and costs for each job training course. It was constructed to

obtain detailed data in five different areas: 1) Description and Conduct

of Course; 2) Development of Training; 3) Method of Course Evaluation;

4) Evaluatio- of Students; 5) Cost Allocations. A copy-of the question-

naire appears in the appendix.

The original project design made provision for a follow-up interview

with selected respondents if it was found to be necessary, in order to

check on the reliability of the questionnaire responrses or to resolve

problems.

9



TABLE.1. JOB COURSES SELECTED FOR STUDY

DOT JOB TiTLE- DOT NUMBER

Aircraft Mechanic, Electrical 4 Radio V5.381

Airframe & Powerplant Mechanic 621.281

Automobile Mechanic 620.281

Bulldozer Operator 850.883

Civil Draftsman 005:281

Clerk-Typist 209.388

Dental Assistant 079.378

Digital Computer Operator 213.382

industrial Truck/Forklift Operator 922.883

Medical Lab Assistant., 078.381

Stock Control Clerk 223.387

X-Ray Clerk

10



ORGANIZATIONS QUERIED

The respondents for the study were selected from the three classes

of institution; (1) commercial civilian companies, industries, or service

institutions, (2) proprietary trade and technical schools, and (3) military.

service schools. The latter group was sub-divided into Air Force, Army,

Navy, and Marine schools.

A total c 134 questionnaires were sent. to the job course training

directors or managers of the respective organizations. Questionnaires

were sent to representatives of 33 trade and technical schools, 29 commer-

cial companies, and 20 DOD schools.

4
As a general rule, we attempted to elicit information about each

training course from four commercial companies, four proprietary schools,

and four DOD schools. Further, we attempted to reduce the workload on

each of the respondents by. asking them for information on no. more than

two of their courses. Some departures from this planned "four by two"

model were required, because some organizations taught only One-course,

some courses'were taught at only one or two DOD school sites, oi, as in

the case of the Navy, Memphis prOved to be the site of administra ive

control for almost all of the courses.

Follow-up telephone calls were made to each addressee to insure

receipt of the questionnaire by the appropriate official, to resolve

Problems, and to encourage their timely execution and return of the

questionnaire.



DATA REQUESTED,

ThereAre three types ofinformatigin sought in the/questionnaire:

management, .conduct of instruction, and cost data..- in the manageTent area

we were attempting to ascertain the natUre'of the management--structure and .

the course demographics, with respectto training. Who are the decision

makers; where are they In the administrative/managemitt structure of the

organization.? How big is the instructional-staff? What data are used in

course management decisions? How'is the course updated and revised?

The second type-o? data involved conductction.. The ultimate

cost and effectiveness of training can be affected to a large extent by the

method of instruction which is employed. Computer assisted methods may have

a very high front end cost, but in the long run they'may train more students

eo a higher level of proficiency. Simulation methods may considerably7re-

duce the overall cost of training. These and similar considerations can

affect the student-instructor ratio, student proficiency, and overall in-

ructional cost. We,sought information on how the course content was

developed, on training methods employed, and on how evaluation was con-

ducted.

The third area was cost allocations. Thete are numerous strategies

for breaking out costs. Each one highlights _ ain aspects and tends to

obscure others. Costs may be overt - such as the cost of equipment, text

books, and instructors' salaries. Or, they may be covert - such as the

costs of facilities and administration, or the costs incurred by keeping

a student out of productive employment in order to train/retrain him.

Our cost data questions were geared to provide us with basic cost/student

output 'information.

12



DATA REUIVED

A total if 63% of the questionnaires werelreturned within the

which/was available for the study, Of these, 25 were from military

ice schools, 32 were from-bUsin ss and industry and 24 were from tquiel

techAcel schools, There were -four refusals to c6operate and on one

occasion, the questionnaire apparently was not delivered. The

froth business and industry were striking in ,their paucity'of

With rut exception, business arid indnstry representatives informed us that
A

jthey either did not train personnel for these particular obs anyAmore, or

that if such training was carried out somewhe within the company, they

were not sure where. , A number of these individuals Ao phoned to explain

their negative responses, informed us that their compa now hire people

ready-trained -141 these jobs. Their main source is tra echnical schools.

Table 2 is a response matrix Showing the questionna re-rerm pattern

by course title and by institution. Each cell in the matrix repre ents

one training course to which a questionnaire was sent.

Ot.-the 41 respondents who reported useable information,'23 of these
AW

d cl not-report useable cost data. Various reasons were given: many keie'no

cost figures at all, some had co figures categorized differently from the

questionnaire, and two DOD sources cited regulations prohibiting their dis-

closing such information. Other DOD and T/TS schools apparently preferred

to respond with NA (not applicable) instead of revealing their cost figures.

The .4sponse rate for this was about as expected for

such studies. Undoubtedly, idle return,,rate could have been increased had

there been more time for the respondents to prepare their responses, and
---

had there been time to follow-up and conductpersonal interviews with the^

individuals who were providing incomplete information. The returned ques-

tronnaires were received so close to the due date for the project report;

that interview trips were not of practidal value. These conditions should

be kept in mind when considering the data analysis and findings.

13
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TABLV. QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSE MATRIX: Each cell re0-esentg one course.

DOD

/RA FT VAN : , X 0 N

kUTO.REPPUR X' 'X X.

iyIONICS MEHANIC X X

ORKLIFT,OPERATOR c _A X X N

RAKER TRACTOR OPER. I X N

LERK TYPIST X X X

TOCK CONTROL CLERK , X

IRTME MECHANIC

OMPUTER.OPERAT4

ENTAL ASSISTANT

ABORATORY ASSISTANT

X N

X X

X X N

X X N

-RAY ASSISTANT X

T

X O X

XXX R

X X

0

B I I

0

o

00 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

X X O 0 0

N 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 R 0

N 0 0 R

X

5

4,

CODE: X = Questionnaire Mled,out with usable data

0 7 Questionnaire returned because course not taught

R Refusal to cooperate

Blank 7 Questionnaire not returned '(reason unknown)

N = luestionnatre not sent (no course available)



DATA: ANALYSIS

The,study f s original analysis plan.call-

ThiSiwoUt4 have prOceed fSom the: global to

cOlI4p-sed presentation at data toga detailed

an unfolding alysis.

sPecific; from the most

red-aut'al:ong the, -several

.dime _UMS,Of the'qmestionnaire;.institU4Orr, by:institution, and course

by course. That l4n wasjmodified-.in vilw-of the fact that the data,re-

turned was tmodcg with no technical informs at-all from-commercial_

k

'4,,

companies, and littleyeable cost data from anyone, Since the Ns we-_
...._ ;

small and there wire a large numberOof *noty tells in
.

the data matrix,

all DOD questionnaires were pooled into one set, and all tradettechnical

questionnaires into a second set, $The analysis was confined to the

calculate of simple means and percentageS. The results section presents

simple comparisons` of management and course conduct practices between

DOD schools and ad / technical schools.

The data are presented in two arrays. The first presents mean

__ es. and percentages'collapsed across all job courses for DOD

and the trade/technical schools- The,-second array presents a comparison

between selected"specific matd ed courses for the reporting DOD schools

and the reporting trade/technical )5chools. This second array presents

data for three courses: Auto Mechanic, Computer Operator and Avionics

Mechanic. There were 10 specific points of comparison, These were

grouped under one of four major headings; course demographin, training

method, staffing, evaluation.

15
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MANAGEMENT

SS

7'
Course operation, staffing, and content decision making areas are in-

Nr t

eluded under the management heading: There*are .15 cinestions which're ate

,Co these three-areasable 3 presents the results for bOth'DOD schools

and for ade/technical schoo1A-=-%

Items one through-ten deal with course operation or demoirapiics.

Ins ection of the responses, for these items reveals Some salient points.

The first is that trade/technical achoOls' courses are much longer in

terms of calendar time. However, simple division shows that students ln--

the military schools spend 27% longer in claesAper week than do those in
ry

trade/technical schools. The rallitary schoOls convene class 35.5 hours

per, week whereas the trade/technical schools convene class for:28 hours

,per week. The number of hours per1course is twice as large in the. trade/

technical s6hoyls as invthe military schools. Evaluation of t'lis is

difficult. Longer or shorter class time can only be evaluated in light

of student proficiency levels (training effectiveness). The assessment

of graduating studentproficiency between two or more similar courses

poses a complicated technical evaluation problem. The scope of such an

undertaking exceeded the limits of this study. Therefore, information

on comparative course effectiveness will have tb await further study.

A second point is- that the military schools maintain a much m'O're

massive training prograp than the trade/technical schools. The average

annual student input is almost 11 times greater for the military coursep

. In that same vein, military schools begin six times as many classes pe

course per year In addition, the average military class size is 24%

larger.

l6 2I



We note tit the trade, booV have been teaching their
/

Arr.

courses 507 longer than the mil iry rqch;ols. The amount of time de-
1

voted to OJT is small for. hoth.DOD and TITS. Trade and techniCal schools
-

tended to do more -OJT thAn did DOD schools.

17



TABLE 3. MANAGEMENT DATA

COURSE OPERATION

-1. 'Course length in weeks (average)
2.' Total number of academic class hours (average)
'3. Average annual student input
4. Average annual student output
5. Number of classes starting in this curse /year
6. Average starting class size
7. Range of starting class size: Largest to Smallest

DOD- TITS 'DOD T/TS
40 32 IT 14

8. Number of years this course hast)een taught
9. -Students training full time YES NO

_DOD T/TS DOD -T/TS
L100 96 0 4

10. f course is partly OJT, perce-t of
time devoted to TJT

COURSE PERSONNEL

DOD izirs:

33 38
462 1059
984 92

877 78.

45
26 21

12 18

1% 8%

11. Average number of actual primary instructors 27) 7

assigned per year
12. Average number of assistant- instructors (peer

tutors, coaches,_ teacher's aides, etc.)
assigned per year 4

13. Average number of the following
overseeing this course per year Program Admi
,. Supervisors

Managers ---/

14. Average number of support people servicing
per year (main med.-, hoUsing, clerical)

-4)

CONTENT DECISION

3.1 1.1

strators 1.1 1.1

2.4 1,1

1.5 .4

-Course

7.5

15. Major decision maker on course revision/content:
Administrator 43% 65%
Supervisor 35% 24%
Primary Instructor 4% 35%
Committee 43% 18%
Outside Expert 0% 6%
Other 35% 29%
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Items 11 and 12 deal with the number and allocation of actual
0

instructors and other.-teaehing personnel. The finding here is that

military courses employ-nearly tour times as, many instructional st_ _

as do the trade/technical school courses.

Items 13 and 14 present the number and distribution of.nonteaching

personnel who are involved with the course. It can be seen that the mi

itary courses generally have twice as many administrative and support

people. 4

Item 15 presents some interesting data lwhich dear with the level 4t

which course content decisions are made. The military schools show a

rather even decision making process distributed among administrators,

supervisors, and some type of-committee, with practically no involvemen1

of the primary instructor. On the other hand, the trade/technical schools

invest the majority of their decision making in the administrator. The

rather broad based decision making process used by the military schools

may be due in part to the sheer size of teaching operation itself.

The most important information to be gain from this section of the

questionnaire comes from the results of two different computations. The

first is the student/instructor ratio. This has become a popular referent

considered by many to reflect efficiency. Because of the popularity of

this particular ratio, we elected to obtain our data from direct telephone

interview, since the questionnaire responses could be interpreted in several

ways.

Many trade/technical schools reported that one instructor was assigned

per class, regardless of the type of instructional activity. That is,

lecture, demonstration, and hands-on training all utilized the same student/

instructor ratio.



The military situation, is somewhat more complex. Previous reports,

have put the ratio at anywhere from 1:1 up to 5:1(3, 5). However, unlike

the trade/technical schools,~ the ratio varies widely in the,military Set-.

ting depending upon the particular phase of instruction. Based upon our

telephone interviews, we found that for lecture classes, the ratio could

be as high.as 24:1. In demonstration it was about 10:1, and for hands-on

training it was 5:1 or less. Many courses spent time in each of the three

activities. Therefore, we calculated a weighted mean average student/

instructor ratio for those courses in order to arrive at a course average.-

Table 4 presents ratios by equivalent course title for bath military and

trade/technical schools. Sinco the student/instructor ratio varies

widely between c6utse titles we restricted our compArison along two di-

mensionS. First, only courses of equivalent course title would be used

in a comparison. Second, only data which could be confirmed by telephone

interview would be included. As a result we had seven course title

comparisons which could be made. Thede are the ones presented in Table

TABLE 4. STUDENT/INSTRUCTOR RATIO BY COURSE
FOR MILITARY AND TRADE/TECHNICAL
SCHOOLS

DOD T/TS_

Clerk Typist 16:1 15:1
Auto Mechanic 10,5:1 19.4:1
Avionics 8.6:1 20:1
Air Frame 6.7:1 20:1
Draftsman 71 12:1
Computer Operator 8.5:1 6:1
Laboratory Technician 15:1 17.5:1
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It may well be -that the nonflexibility of the trade / technical schools

in adaptirig(the student/instructor ratio to the-teach g situation could

be contributing to the fact that the trade/technica schoolstake so much

longer to complete a course. If 'that were the case, then the smaller

ratio would be interpreted as an insrruc ona1.advantage- rather than as a

liability. Obviously, there is much opportunity for confounding of data

and multiple conclusions with this 4itio.

The data from Table 4 were averaged. The average studenLIIns ructor

ratio for the military schools was 10.3:1 and for the trade/technical

schools *as 15.7:1. This situation is portrayed in Figure 1.

MILITARY TRADE &
TECHNICAL SCHOOLS

figure 1. Mean Student /Instructor Ratio
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We think that an alternate computation is mord'appropriate to the

circumstances and more re vent to the issue of instructional productivity.

This alternate computational finding follows from the first. In Table

3 it was seen that for the military almost four times as many instructors

turned out 11 times as many students. Thus, each instructor in the

military represented an output of approximately 29 students, while his

trade /technical school counterpart represented an output of approximately

10 students. It can be argued that the military makes 2.9 times more

productive use of extant stiff than do the trade/technical schools. This

situatioii.is graphically presented in Figure 2.

MILITARY
TRADE &
TECHNICAL SCHOOLS

Figure 2. Mean Annual Graduates/Instructor
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The management data can be distilled into two basic functional find-

ings: One is the student/instructor ratio, and the other is the instructor

1 n4ua1_ student output ratio. Each of theseratios can be considered to -be

an index of instructional productivity with the second ratio providing a

more stable measure of utilization of staff resources.

The tradeoff for a responsive and flexible student /instructor ratio

is an overall course ratio which is lower than that resulting from lions

flexible instruction. The sheer size of the military operation demands

a larger staff and more genera. administrative spread of responsibility.

However, the dramatic difference found in the utilization of extant staff

resources (Figure 2) points up the fact that the DOD's instructional

productivity at this. level certainly tends to neutralize whatever dis-

advantages are ascribed to the loweglisludent/instructor ratio.

CONDUCT OF INSTRUCTION

This section includes training methods, development of training, and

evaluation of training and students. Under development of training, we

were attempting to get a picture of sfaff utilization in the development

of each course. Table 5 presents some of the responses to this section

of the questionnaire.

It appears from Table 5 that the trade / technical schools tend to

volve the training staff to a greater extent in thbe development of the

course. The military schools tend to utilize some of the training staff
s

for job and task analysis and the development of instructional materials

only. The trade/technical schools show a fairly even spread of staff

involvement. This finding is consistent with the _act that DOD school'

organization provides for course development by specially trained course

developers and subject matter experts from the field, leaving course con-

duct to instructors.

2 8
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TABLE 5. DEVELOPMENT OF TRAINING

PERCENT OF TRAINING STAFF ASSIGNED
TO EACH DEVELOPMENTAL ACTIVITY DOD ya

Joh,& Task Analysis to Determine Course Content 19 69

Development Production of Instructional Materials 25 69

Development & Production of Media to Support
Instruction. 20 63

Development of Instruments for Assessing
Student Achievement 16 66

Development of Quality Control Procedures for
Assessing Course Effectiveness 16 60

Table 6 presents the questionnaire responses to the section on methods ,

of training. Seven items addressed this issue.

The first observation in Table 6 is that the trade/technical schools

report spending 2.3 times more time in lecture activities than do the

military schools; In both cases however, lecture activities occupy less

an one-third of the total instructional time.

Further examination of Table 6 shows that the trade/technical schools

rely more on simulation and mock-ups and less on actual job equipment than

do the military schools. The remainder of these responses show the two

organizations to be similar in that they review their courses frequently,

- using -A variety of sources of information.
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TABLE 6. TRAINING METHODS EMPLOYED,

1. INSTRUCTOR-MEDIATED METHODS

Classroom Lectures
Demonstrations (Visual & Oral)
Discussions & Seminars
Hands-On Skill Practice

to On Actual Job Equipment & Materials
On Simulators or Part-Task Trainers

2. NON-INSTRUCTOR MEDIATED METHODS

Programmed Texts
Audio- Visual Modules

(Video tape-recordings, tapes, films, slides
Mock-Ups, Exhibits, Displays

OTHER

PURCHASED A PACKAGE COURSE

Yes
No

5. LOCAL CIVILIAN TRADE/TECHNICAL ADVISORY GROUPS
PARTICIPATED IN DEVELOPMENT OF COURSE

Yes
No

6. COURSE HAS BEEN REVISED

OF TIME

DOD T/TS

12 27
7 10
4 5

63 50

60 -37
3 13

8 1

3 6

0.5 2

4' 0.2

4 6

96 94

9 44
91 56

Yes 96 100
NO 4 0

7.- COURSE HAS BEEN REVISED ON THE BASIS

Feedback from Users of Graduates 91 88
Feedback from Graduates Themselves 86 94
Technological, Change in the Job 86 100
Recommendations of Advisory Groups 76 69
Standing Policy to Update Instruct'n Periodically 81 88
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The issue of ecture versus nonlecture act vities has been a recurrent

one in the literature (8, 9, 1Q, 11, 15). It as beenvariously cited as

a nece component of job 'training, as t _ause of spurious student/

instructor ratio', and as the reason for hig er instructional coat,,in the

Military. Figure 3 portrays the proportions of non-lecture instruction

as reported in the present study. It is apparent that both types of

schools utilize extensive:non-lecture instruction. The milita_ schools'

report devoting a, slightly larger amount of time to such instruction.

tIL TARY
TRADE &
TECHNICAL SCHOOLS

Figure Mean Percent of Non-Lecture Time



EVALUATION,

Eight major questions were posed with respect to methods of course
;

evaluation. The items probed information about evaluation of the course.

content and materials, instructors, and students. Also, the issue of

attrition was addressed in- the eighth question. The responses to these

items are presented in Table 7.

J,

Bo h,trade/teehnical and military_ schools tend to use a wide array

evaluation methods and data. Trade/technical schools tend to utilize

subjective personal opinion, past experience, and written observations

more than 61e military sch?ols. On the other hand, the military schools

tend to rely more on formal reviews, rating scales, check lists, and per-

formance than do the trade/technical schools. The responses to item 7

indicate that student course grades in military schools appear to be based

more on standardized and locally designed written and performance test

resdfts, whereas grades in trade/technical schools are based more upon

instructor judgement and locally developed tests.

The responses to item 8 (attrition) show two trends. First, military

schools experience about half as much attrition as do the trade/technical!

schools. Second, more military students are removed for poor work rather

than electing to leave the course. On the other hand, similar numbers of

trade/technical students elect to leave the course as are removed for

poor work. This probably reflects the higher degree of personal' control

exerted by the military.
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LE 7. COURSE EVALUATION

-T.--Row does your trainfii-filuate tng materTi l-sr
Personal judgement
Formal review.
Subsequent job performance
Past experierite
Institutional policy
Other

2. In the evaluation mentioned above, what data
are used -in making the decisions?

Checklist
Student performance ratings
Student test scores
Written opinion
Other

Does .your tng staff evaluate theCourse instruc
Yes
No

If so, by which of the following methods?
Observation
Student Rating
Student performance
Written test
Seniority
Other

4. In the evaluation mentioned previously, what data
are used in making the decisions?

Rating scale
Test scores
Written observations
Supervis report
Other=

5. 8y which of .the following methods does your staff
evaluate course content?

Personal judgement
Formal. review
Subsequent job performance
Past experience
Institutional .policy.
Other

28

% REPORTING

DOD T/TS

62 94
83 94
83 81

58 75
.54 56
33 0

58 25
67 88
54 81

75 69
46 31

71 100
29 0

100 100
53 81

76 81

0 31

24 13
24' 13

47 31

35 19
82 94
71 94
12 31

54 81

92 88
79 75
37 69

37 38
45 19



TABLE 7. COURSE EVALUATION (Continued

fi

% REPORTING

OW Ea 1

In the evaluation mentigned above, what data are
used in making the deciSions?'

Checklist 50 25
Student performance ratings 79 81

Student test scores 67 75

Written opinion 9 54 63

Other 54 31

7. What percentage of each of tne following items is
used in determining the student's course grade?

Locally developed written examinations 35 24
Standardized written examinations 2 5

Locally developed performance tests"faf job skills 42 28
Standardized performance tests of job skills' 19 12

Instructor judgements of student's proficiency 6 22
Peer judgements of student's proficiency 0 0.3
Other 0 9

8. What is the overall average attrition rate in
this training course? 9 10

Of all the, students in the course, what percent:
Graduate 89 82
Are removed for poor work 6 5

Elect to leave themselves 0.5 6

Must recycle ,(remedial work) for graduation 3' 1

Leave for medical'reasons 2

Leave for other reasons 1 4
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COST ALLOCATIONS

Cost of instruction is'a recurrent theme which has engendered much

controversy (1, 2; 3, 5, 6, 12,:13; 14). ThoUgh it was beyond the-'scope
1

71r

of the p -ant study to completely investigate this issue in detail, we

did hope _o determine and compare the approximate costa of'the training

vrograms under study. The coat section included in the questionnaire
'

provided cost categories which were fairly general and covered a broad

range of budget Allocation-options.

Our returns indicated that few schools keep cost data for even the

broad categories called for in the questionnaire. In fact, it appeared

as if no two schools kept cost figures the same way. Thus, it became

impossible to calculate basic cost figures which were equivalent across

schools. Time limitatiOns precluded on-site interviews with respondents

in order to solve this problem. Therefore, cost calculations were not

included in this repor

SINGLE COURSE ANALYSIS

It is apparent from looking at the different types of job, courses

which were included in the sample that a wide diversity of training situ-

ations and cost factors exists I d the different training programs. This

is mainly due to the nature of the training tasks themselves. The outcome

is that our reported data collapsed across all job courses is reflective

only of the general situation. In order to gain some perspective, we

selected dueejok courses for which we had comparable between-school data,

And compared questionnaire responses between the military and trade/

technical schools.



These analyses involved the auto:mechanic (3, DOD, 3 T/TS), comp ter

operator (2 DOD, 2 T/TS), and avionics mechanic (2 DOD, 2 T/TS). The

carman were compared on 10 specific points.- These points were grouped

under the following headings; course demographics, training methods, sta

-f#nu_ and evaluation. The organizatiaa-Of comps:it points was as

folicrws:

Conroe Demos phics

1. Course Length
2. Student Output
3. Classes Per year
4. Class Size

Training Methods

5. .Lecture /Non - Lecture

Staffing

6. Instructors Assigned
7. Support People

Evaluation

8. burse Evaluation
9. Student Evaluation

10. Instructor Evaluation
0

The equivalency of the courses was ascertained by a crops referencing

procedure. The Dictionary of Occupational Titles (7) from the Department

of Labor was used to obtain the DOT number fbr each course title. Then,

using the DOT number and course description as theAsientifier, each course

title was cross referenced with the Military-Civilian Occupational Source

Boo 17) for each of the service branches. In this way s1milar course

titles and descriptions were selected on the basis of these published ref-

erence guides.
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AUTO MECHANIC

The auto mechanic designation was DOT No. 620.281 and the USOE cluster

was "transportation ". The composite service job statement was:

Inapacti4 maintainer, and repairs internal-combustion engine
power vehicles. Analyses malfunctions by visual and/or auditory
examinstiOn,--operation, and use of appropriate test equipment.
Removes, replaces, repairs, and overhausl vehicle systems such as
mechanical, electrical, air-conditioning, fuel-air, anti -palutiOn,
and emission control systems, p 7er train, brakes, steering, and
suspension systems. Performs p ventive and special maintenance.

(17)

-d data from three DOD and three T/TS courses, this comparison.

-.The data were summed and averaged for both the DOD T/TS courses, such

that we had two sets of rage questionnaire responses, one for the DOD

and one for the T/TS courses. These two sets of averaged questionnaire

responses were then used in the point-by-point comparison.

\ Course Demographics. The general description of the course was

pointed out in the data by the following items:

DUD T /TS

1. Course Length (weeks) 13 '39

Course Length (hours) 361 1137

2. Student Output Per Year 1415 170

3. No. of Classes Per Year 71 10

4. Cliss Size 17 28

The course length for auto mechanic was quite similar to eke overall

response on the questionnaire for the 12 courses. division of hours by

Weeks shows that for.the auto mechanic, he:DOD spent 28 hours per week in

c las and the T/TS spent 29 hours. This does differ from the general re-

apot.se.in that' overall, the DOD typically spent more hours per week in

clan than did the T/TS courses.
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The figures' on student output and number of classes per year indicate

that the DOD maintains a much larger training operation than does the T/TS.

This is not unexpected. From the last item it can be seen that the T/TS

class size Is larer than tile DOD. This situation is just reversed from

the general findings presented in the report. Not Only is the direction of

the difference reversed, but the magnitude of the difference is gvfiater.

Training Methods. Six different types of training methods were

compared in the auto mechanic course. They were as follows:

DOD TliS

5. Percent course instructiqnal time spent in

Lecture 15 21

Demonstration 2r3 11

Simulation 0 28

Job Equipment 59 v,
Mock-Up6

OJT 0

Te T /TS. courses utilized more class time for lecture than did DOD.

This outcome may explain part of. the course length differential discussed

above, but it is speculation. The. DOD appeared:to invest course ti Me

in-demonstration and actual job equipment whereas T/TS spent its course

time in lecture, job equipment, and simulation. An interesting contrast

is that DOD spent' no time in simulation whereas T/TS.spent its second

largest time block there. Finally, neither DODrnr T/TS utilized mock-ups

or OJT to any large extent.



were:

major.quest Otis were asked

6. No. of prim and assistant instructors
assigned to the course

Student/Instructor ratio
No. of graduates per instructor

7. No. of support people per-course:
Administration & Supervision

Support

DOD 7/TS
;,

The large number of instructors assigned to the course for DOD relative

to T/TS reflects the overall size of the training 4e-ration which is carried

by DOD. Theetudent/instructor,ratio for the DOD JO similar to that reporter

for the general data in the report. However, the T/TS ratio is much higher

for the auto mechanic than the corresponding DOD index or the general report,

finding for TATS courses.

,

4 This may well be due to the fact that in #5 abo S, T/TS spends more

time in lecture and simulation than does DOD. The g a uates per!instructor

difference reflects a DOD advantage which is similar the one reported in

the general data With respect t9 both admiastrati d support personnel

DOD reports about three times-as my 'persons as does



-e were three items tinder the evaluation heading.

or- malerwith see _c

Sion: ( rc Cage marking each

Administrator

Supervisor

Instructor

Student Evaluation:

.DOD used local and standardized -wr en and
performance tests.

\T /TS used the same as DOD in addition to more
personal judgement and past experience

10= Per enrage Course Attrition:'

'Float- work

Elected to leave

ypknown reason

Other categories

DOD T/TS

33. 100

67 67

67

38

1 11

0

2 16

1 4

In the DOD the supervisor appeared to play the greatest role

decisions about the course and course revision. The administrator participa-

ted: Somewhat and the instructor did not have much effect on the decision.

h,the T/TS the administrator was the majordecision maker with both the

Supervitior'and the instructor participating at similar levels. DOD tended

to do' more formalixedteview than T/TS. On the'other hand, T/TS relied

more heavily on paat'experience and'personal judgement.
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The topic of attrition shows some interestillg divergencies from the

general data. First, the DOD attrition-was lowe for the auto mechanic

than the DOD general data indicated. Second, the attrition for the T/TS

was almost double the figure reported in the general data and nearly ten

times greater than the corresponding figure for DOD.

In summary, DOD courses appeared to have shorter classes with fewer

students per class, more job equipment and demonstration class activities,

a smaller student/instructor ration, more support people per course, and

more graduates per instructor. DOD's course evaluation tended to rest with

the supervisor. Student_ valuation was based upon written and performance

testa. Attrition was not high, and showed no particular causal indicator.

The T/TS courses appeared to have much longer training time with lar-

ger classes composed of job equipment training, simulation, and lecture.

There were few reported support persons per class and a large student/

instructor ratio, with a relatively low number of graduates per instructor.

Administration made the major cOnribution to course decisions, with super-

visors and instructors both participating an equal amount. Student evalua-

tion was based upon performance and written tests, in addition to the per-

sonal judge-J)ent of the instructor and past experience. Attrition was

fairly high, with the largest singly- categories being poor work and un-

specified reasons.



COMPUTER OPERATOR

The computer operator designation was DOT No. 213.382 and the USOE

cluster was "Business and Office". The composite service job statement was

as follows:

Perform any one or a combination of the following:
Operates and controls electronic digital computer to process
business, scientific, engineering or other data according to
operating instructions. Sets control switches on computer and
peripheral equipment such as external memory, data communicat-
ing, synchronizing, input and output recording or display de-
vicesp to integrate or operate equipment according to program,
routihes, subroutines, and data requirements specified in written
operating instructions. Selects and loads input and output units
with materials such as tapes or punch cards, and printed forms
for operating runs. Confers with technical personnel such as
systems analysts, data systems engineers, and programmers con-
cerning machine capability and operations. Types alternate com-
mands into computer console according to predetermined instructions
to correct error or failure and resume operations. Notifies super-
visor of error or equipment stoppage. (17)

Our data came from two DOD courses and two T/TS-courses. The data were

average for both DOD and T TS in a manner similar to that described for the

auto mechanic.

Course_Demogr2lhs. The five data items for this section obtained

e following results:

DOD T/TS

1. Course Length (weeks) 6 2J

Course Length (hours) 235 525

2. Student Output Per Year 232 53

3. No. of Classes Per Year 25 9

4. Class Size 10 3
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Course length follows the overall pattern found in this'study wherein the

DOD course was considerably shorter in weeks and hours of instruction than

the T/TS course. The number of hours per week for the DOD Was 39 and for

the T/TS was 25. Thus, the'amount.of class time per week was quite a

bit less for the T/TS course., Figures for student output and number of

classes per year again reveal the larger DOD training operation. The last

item, class size, shows a reversal. The DOD class has three times)as many

students per class as does the T/TS class. The general data show a slight

tendency for DOD classes to be larger than T/TS classes,

extent reported here.

Training:Methods. The training methods questionnaire

but not to the

responses fell

into one 4:)f seven categories for the computer operator.

DOD T/TS

Percent course instructional time spent in:

Lecture 8 15

Demonstration > 11 6

Simulation 0 2

Discussion 11 7

Job ElUipment 48 40

Mock-Ups 0 3

OJT 20 0

With the exceptipn of OJT the relationship of the data for DOD and T/TS

is the same as it was for auto mechanic. Both courses rely heavily on job

equipment. The DOD course tends toward demonstration while T/TS is more

heavily weighted toward _ecture. Both course' showed some time devoted to

discussion for this course. The DOD course utilized demonstration and OJT
1

slightly more than did T/TS and that is a slight change from the generai'data.
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.Staffing. There were two major items in this section.

DOD T/TS

6. No. of primary and assistant instructors
assigned to the course 13 6

Student /Instructor ratio 9:1 6:1
No. of graduates per instructor 18 9

7. No. of support peOple per course:
Administration & Supervision 4 3

Support 15 3

The number of instructors per course was much larger for the DOD as

would be expected considering the overall size of the training operation.

However, the student/instructor ratio is also larger for the DOD as is the

number Of graduates per instructor. TheSe two findings together suggest a

better student/instructor ratio in addition to greater productivity

(nci. of graduates per instructor) for the DODthan for T/TS. The general

data and also the auto mechanic data showed a slight advantage in

student/instructor ratio for,the T/TS. However, in this course the

situation appears to be reversed.

These data. also show a larger figure for both administration-super-

vision and also for support persons for the DOD course than for the T/TS

course. This pattern has been consistent within the general data and for

the auto mechanic course also.
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Evaluation. The last thrpe items were' in the area of evaluatlor

DOD T/TS

Who is the major decision maker with
respect to course revision:
(percentage marking each item)

Administrator 0 50

Supervisor 0 0

Instructor Cr 0

Committee 50 0

Other 50 50

9. Student Evaluation:

DOD used local and standardized written and perform-
ance tests, also feedback from employers.

T/TS used local written ,and performance tests,
personal judgement, and user feedback.

10. Percentage Course Attrition:

Poor Work

Elected to Leave

Other

There was a noticeable change in the pattern of major decision maker for

both DOD and T/TS courses. The typical patterns that were seen for the

general data and for the auto mechanic are not seen in these data. The

only similarity'is the heavy participation of the administrator for T/TS.

Otherwise, it appears that course revision decisions are made outside of

the usual group of persons who participate in such decision in other

courses. rt

Student evaluation continued to show the same pattern as wag seen in

the auto mechanic course and in the general data. Generally, the-DOD is

characterized by_a more formalized type of evaluation and the T/TS is char-

acterized by an additional evaluation component which uses personarjudge-

ment. In the case of computer operator, both DOD and T/TS reported amore
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pronounced ten`dicy to use feedback om users of graduates than for other

courses. Attr was greatest f T/TS, with a majority dropping out

for a variety of unspecified reasons. The:amount of attrition was the same

as that reported for the general data. DOD attrition was somewhat less than

the-general data and much less than tht for TITS in thigillcourse.

In summary, this course for the DOD was characterized by-shorter train-

ing time, more students, more classes, Ind larger class size. Heavy emphasis

was placed on utilization of job equip-ent and some OJT. The DOD had a larger

student/instructor ratio and more graduates per instructor. DOD had a greater

loading of support staff. Course evaluati tended to be outside of the

teaching - supervision- administration group. Student evaluation was similar to

other courses, with the added emphasis on feedback from employers.

For the T/TS, the training was longer; although fewer hours per week

were spent in class, there were fewer graduates and fewer classes with

smaller class sizes. The greatest instructional emphasis was in working

with job equipment and in lecture. The T/TS had a smaller student/instructor

ratio and fewer graduates per instructor. Evaluation of the course was

vested in the administrator and in other unspecified sources. Student eval-

uation was similar to other courses, with the addition of feedback from

employers. Finally, the attrition was similar to that reported for other

courses and also, much larger than that for DOD.

AVIONICS MECHANIC

This course had DOT No. 825.281 and USOE cluster "''transportation ".

The composite service job statement was as follows:

s.)

Installs, inspects, troubleshoots, repairs, overhauls,
and modifies aircraft electrical and electronic control sys-
tems, components, and associated electrical test equipment.
Inspec' voltage regulators, frequency and load controllers,
control p els, anti-skid, nosewheel steering and starters.
Replaces de_ ctive parts. Services and repairs batteries.
Adjusts electrical devices such as voltage regulators and
limit switches. Fabricates witing assemblies. Disassembles
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components such as starters, generators, and retracting motors.
Conducts tests, using' electrical and electronic test equipment
such as voltmeter and ohnmeter to isolate malfunctions. AdjUsts,
aligns and Calibrates aircraft electrical systems using blue-
prints and technical publications. Checks installed.and repaired'
electrical and electronic components to insure compliance with
technical specifications . (17)

The data yere from two courses in DOD and two in T/TS. Th analysis was

carried out in a manner similar to that for the other two ingie course

analysis.

lows:
Course Dempg1(0112. The results for these four

1. Course Length (weeks)

Course Length (hours)

Student Output Per Year

No of Classes Per Year

4. Class Size

ems were as fol-

DOD T/TS

.18 53
07

658 1535

398 4
.40

.39 .2,

14 7

ice again, course length for T/TS is much greater tha for DOD. Hours per

11/week for DOD is 41 and for T/TS is 29. Student output nd number of classes

per year reflect the larger scale of the DODoperation. lass size is a

little larger in T/TS, but the difference la cably is 'meaningful.

Training Methods. The information on

DOD T/Ts

Percent Course Instructional Ti_
Spent in:

Lecture 6 45
Demonstration 2 2
.Simulation 4 20

! Job Equipment 46 21
Mock-Ups 0
OJT 0
Programmed Texts 24
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In view of the general data and previous single course analyses, the

overall nature of these are not dramatically different. There are two ih-

teresting points. First, considering the course title, the' amount of time

spent in lecture for T/TS appears higher than expected. Second, the appear -

ce of programmed texts as a major instructional component for DOD is new

in terms of previous analyses. The remainder of course time was scattered

through a variety of methods at low incidence levels. As in previous com-

parisons, the T/TS utilizes lecture and simulation to a greater extent than

does DOD.

Staffing. There were two major items in this section.

DOD T TS

No. of primary and assistant instructors
assigned to the course 33 4

7:1 20:1Student/Instructor Ratio

No. of Graduates per Instructor

7. No. of Support People Per, Cou

Administration and Supervision 3 2

Support Unknown 4

12 10

7

The number f instructors assigned shows the same type of differential be-

tween DOD and T/TS as we ha seen in all other analyses in this report.

The student/iastrUctor ratio ,:shows a larger advantage for TITS than is seen

in ,the general data or previous single course analyses. Support

people data is

the military.

because of a lack of data on this topic from
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Evaluation. The final three items were as follows:

8. Who was the major decision maker with respect
to course revision= (percentage marking each
item)

Administrator

Supervisor

Instructor

Committee

Other

9. Student Evaluation:

DOD used local written and performance tests.

T/TS used local written and performance tests
in addition to personal judgement.

10. Percentage course a

Poor Work

Elected to Leave

Other

on

DOD T/TS

0 50

0 0

0 0

50 0

50 50

16

4 5

9

4 2

Once again we see the T/TS course investing heavily in administrator decision

concerning course revision and evaluation. In this instance neither DOD or

T/TS relied on supervisors or on instructors, altholIgh they did rely on

outside (unspecified) information. Student evaluation appeared to follow

the same format as it has in the general and other single course analyses.

Attrition also appeared to be fairly similar to other analyses.
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All in all, this course did not appear to depart drastically from

what we have seen before in this report. The DOD course was shorter,

had larger student output, ran more classes and had a smaller class

Size. Training methods included job equipment and programMed texts

(this was a change from previous findings in this report); The course

had more instructors, smaller student/instructor ratio and unknown

support people. Evaluation was more formalized and did not involve as

much administrative or personal opinion. Finally, attrition was less

than for the T/TS course.

The T/TS course evidenced longer course length, smaller student

output, fewer classes per year and a larger class size. The course

depended on lecture, demonstration and simulation in the instructional

methods; The course had fewer instructors, a larger student instructor

ratio and fewer graduates per instructor. The administrator remained

the major decision'maker along with other unspecified help. Student

evaluation included more personal judgement and courseattrition was

larger with the greatest percentage electing to leave.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

As a final observatipn on the. study per se, we feel that the com-

parativesituation as presented in the three figures is representative of

the situation as it was presented through the questionnaire and telephone

responses. This report highlights the fact that it is imprudent to make

a special isolated issue out of one statistic or index comparison between

military and civilian schools.
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One very:consistent theme throughout the data was the much longer

course length for the T / 'tS courses. There are several options for
. ,

eva ating
,

tnis'outcome. First, the directory sources we-used areu

valid in terms of equating output_ of training, then one can conclude that

the T/TS course is just not as e_ ent. Evidence could be found in

the longer lecture and discussion times for T/TS as opposed to the job

equipment and hands-on training of the DOD. Also, graduates per

instructor would be a secondary datum which would lend additional support.

an the Other hand, if one disregards the overall equivalency of the courses

as matched up by the catalogues we used then, the issue beComes one of

asking the question "What isjthe training output of DOD and T /TS courses?"

The thought here would be that T/TS by virtue of%theit longer training

period either-trained students "better" or gave them more-extensive

skills.

It would appear to us that this second position would r uire some

evidence that the catalogues which were used did in fact not ma cyl up

courses of equivalent content. This would next lead to a study to-

determine exactly what the proficiency of each type of graduate was from

DOD and TITS courses. Such an undertaking was quite beyond the present

study, therefore we elect to utilize our method for selecting courses

as described in this report until better information is available.

To us, onthewhol,e it did not appear that the military or the trade/

technical schools, either one, demonstrate a highly dramatic overall

advantage over the other in instructional management, course operation,
P

evaluation , or staffing. Usually, any one-particular advantage

tended to be offset by other, 1pss complimentary comparisons.

Most of the issues raised in this study deserve individual attention

through extended .research efforts. A broad based study, such asjhis,

can only serve to highlight trends and to sketch out the general' situation.

It is to be hoped that our findings will encourage further exploration into

this important topic.
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APPENDIX

JOB-TRAINING Q U E S T I O N N R E





JOB' TRAINING QUESTIONNAIRE

HumBRO;DOD Project No.

DESCRIPTION b' CONDUCT OF COURSE

Job Title & Course Demographits

1. *Job Title:

Course Demographics: Please fill in the following blanks with

the appropriate numbers.

Course length in wee s,

b. Total number of acadtimic class hours

c. Average annual, student input

d. Average annual student output

e. NUmber of classes starting in this course per year

Average starting claSs size

g. Range of starting classsize:largest ,SMallest-

h. Number of years this course has been taught

i. Are the students full -time in training. Yes

If not, what percent of their time is
devoted to training in this-course ?

,

If the course is partly on-the-job, what percent
of the time is,devoted te41-J-T

B. Training 'Methods Employed in This Course

Please fill in the following blanks with the appropriate percentages.
Course instructional time is diltrlbuted approximately as follows
across:

1. Instructor-Mediated Methods

a. Classroom lectures

b. Demonstrations- (visual & oral)

DiCtionary, ccupational Titles, Department of Labor

of Time



% of Time

It

h skilltfrpracti

on actual, jab e peen

on sdmulr ors or parlittisk
.4*

ated Meth

Audio-visual modUl
films, slides

c. Mo

Other -Specify:_

Staff Assigned tO Th s Course

Please fill in the following blanks with
ProratT and use fractions as necessary.

1. Average number of actual pivimary instruc
assigned per year

2. Average number of assistant instructors
peer tutors, coaches, teachers aides, etc-.

assigned per year.

100% TOTAL

appropriate numbers

3. Average nu of the roi 0

Program Administrators .

Supervisors

ct Managers.

Average nr -r of support people servicing this
course (liaintenant.d., me ical, housing, clerical
per year.

oYerseeing this course per year:

2

O



Ii. DEVELOPMENT-OF TRAINJNG.

iL Was your training staff, organized to accomplish the foll ng activities
during development-of this zourse?

. .

If your answer is "yes ", indicate how many, of your staff were assigned.
to each -activity Prorate-and use fractions if necessary.

zP

Job & task analysis to determine
course content.

2. Development S' production of
instructional materfais

Development & production of
media to support-instruction

4. Development of instruments for
assessing student achievement

Development of quality control
procedures for assessing
course effectiveness

What was the estimated cost

Yes No of Staff

development of this course?

D. If your training staff was not organized as in item A above, were course
development activities performed by the,primary course instructor

Yes No

If your answer is "yes", how many man- days were used in the development
of this course?

What was the estimated cost for development of this course?

C. , If neither A nor R above apply, how were course developmental activities
accompli h d_



Did ydu buy a packaged course? Yes

If yes, what was the cost?

E. Did local civilian trade/technicat advisory groups participate in
development of this course?

Has this course been revised?

If so, how oftpn? Each year Each 2 years ; Every jears

- Yes No

Yes No

Has this course been revised on the basis of: YES NO

1. Feedback frdm users of graduates

2. Feedback from graduates themselves

3. Technological change in the job

4. Recommendations.of advisory groups

S. Standing, policy to update instruction
periodically

f1.1 ;.=mai

If you do revise this course, who is the major decition-ma

Admin

Supervisor

Primary Instructor

Committee

Outside Expert

Other (Specify)



III. METHODS OF COURSE EVALUATION

A. Does your training staff evaluate training ate ials? Yes

If yes, by which of the following methods?

Personal judgement

Fopmal review

Subsequent job performance

Past experience

Institutionalipolicy

Other (Specify)

In the evaluation mentioned. above, what data are used in making
the decisions?

Checklist

Student performance ratings

Student test scores

Written opinion

Other (Specify)

Does your training staff evaluate the course instructor? Yes No

If so, by which of the following methods?,

Observation

Student rafing

Student performance

Written test

Seniority

Other (Specify)



In the o ed B, what. da# are used in making
the. decisions?

Rating scale

Testscores

Written observations

Sepervisor report

Other (Specify)

Does, your training 'staid dval ue course content ,Used in this coui

If yes, by which of the .methods?

Personal judge

Formal review

Yes No

Subsequent job performance

Past experience

Institutional policy

Other (Specify)

In the evaluationmentioned above, what data are used in making
the decisions?

fi

Checklist

Studght performance ratings

Student test scores

Written opinion

Other (Specify)
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EVALUATION OF STUDENTS

A. What percentage of each of the following
the student's course grade?

deterMin g

Locally-developed written examinations.

Standardized written examinations

ocally developed performance tests of ja-Sk

4. Standardized performance tests of job *kV!

5. Instructor judgements'a the student's ,prOficie

6. Peer judgements of the studeht's pi

7. Other (Specify:

What is the overall averagea. itiori rate,

Of all the students in the course, hat percent:-

Graduate

Are removed -for, Or work

Elect tO-leavethemselVes

Mukt recyCle (remedial w
for graduatiOn

Leave for medical reasons

Leave for other reasons

100% TOTAL

If your course has a recycle pr. remedial plan, that is he average
required for a student to go through it?



es your training.
raiding course

If Ye

assess Ile overall efficiency of his

Yes No

What are the principal factors upon which your staff judges training
efficiency?

How does your staff maximize the training efficiency of your course?



V. :COST ALLOCATIONS

In thiS section, we _wish to know how your training resources for this
course are allocated ti various categories. We need-to arrive at an

approximate total cost for the course. We have broken training costs

down into six categories. Please provide as much detailed informa-
tionas possible, both for direct course costs ari4-that part of in-
stitutional overhead charged to-each category. =

This Course `This Course
This Year. Last'Year

FACILITY COSTS

Administrative Offices

Classrooms

Support

Institutional Overhead

gUIPMENT COSTS

Office'

Classroom

Lab

Instructional Aids.
(projectors, recorders,
etc.) -

Institutional Overhead

NSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL COSTS

Audio Visual (film, tape,
etc.)

Texts

Workbooks

Institutional Overhead

Capital
Investment

re TiliS_Course



PERSONNEL COSTS

Administration

Instructional

lupport

4-institutional-Overhead-

CONSUMABLESUPPLY COSTS

Office
-

instructor

Student

institutional Overhead

STUDENT COSTS.

6

Wages, if students are paid
(average per student)

:Travel

Subsistance

Medical

Institutional Overhead

This Course This. Course
This Year Last Year

percent'of..
Time Per Yea
in NongCours

Related Activi

If you charge a fee for this course, how much is it per student ?

If you use CAI, please indicate the annual operational cost for this course.

If you use CMI, please indicate the annual operational cost for this Coil -e.

would be willing to devote up to 1/2 day for a follow -up interview early ii
November

Yes N






